
Each of these situations might be solved only through Yugoslavia is to go on trial for genocide and aggression
in a case brought by Bosnia-Hercegovina in 1992-93 at thehighly sensitive diplomacy, and, most of all, only under the

condition that real economic development is the pathway of International Court of Justice (not The Hague Tribunal deal-
ing with war crimes). Thirteen years later, the case is underthe future for all of those involved. At present, however, the

region is in shambles. Kosovo, the rest of Serbia, and Bosnia deliberation. It is a complicated case, involving international
law, which could potentially set a precedent regarding aggres-are the worst off economically.

After the fall of communism in 1989, this region should sion against countries (including Iraq). At its initiation, the
case was intended by the Bosnian government as a way tohave become one of the major area of development, defined

by its bridge-function to the Near East, and by the major stop the war against Bosnia-Hercegovina, which had declared
independence from Yugoslavia (today, Serbia-Montenegro);European waterway of the Danube—as the LaRouche move-

ment developed it in the 1990 Productive Triangle program. this independence had been recognized by NATO members,
but Bosnia-Hercegovina was still under under a weapons em-Towards the end of the 1999 phase of Balkans warfare, Lyn-

don LaRouche updated this approach in a major article on bargo and was officially not allowed to defend itself. Today,
the case is seen by the Bosnians as a negotiating chip towardthe principles of physical economy of a Marshall Plan for

the Balkans. the government in Belgrade, to agree to the above-mentioned
reorganization of Bosnia.Instead came the geopolitical wars of the 1990s—unnec-

essary for any purpose other than to wreck the prospects for, Greater Albania tendencies could be unleashed by an
adverse outcome of the Kosovo status talks. Macedonia, an-first, all-European cooperation after the fall of communism,

and, in the second phase, the Eurasian Triangle of Russia- other now independent former republic of Yugoslavia, has a
large Albanian minority. So does Bulgaria. And Albania itselfIndia-China, and its potential cooperation with the U.S.A. and

Europe for a new world economic architecture. Now, a new will react in one way or another. The potential remains for
conflicting, intractable nationalist agendas to be activatedgeopolitical game is being unleashed, again with major poten-

tial repercussions for world peace. here, as happened during the Balkan wars at the beginning of
the 20th Century.Kosovo status discussions have been going on for several

weeks, after the death of former President Ibrahim Rugova in
January. They are to determine, this year, whether Kosovo
will be independent from Serbia, or remain a province with a
high degree of autonomy, decentralization of administration,
and guaranteed minority rights. European governments have Hot Spots Flare in
generally favored the latter option, but this month at an EU
foreign ministers meeting in Salzburg, British Foreign Minis- Russia’s ‘Near Abroad’
ter Jack Straw commented provocatively to the effect, that
independence of Kosovo is bound to come. South Eastern by Rachel Douglas
European Stability Pact coordinator, Erhard Busek, criticized
Straw for damaging the diplomatic process.

In Russian parlance the Near Abroad comprises countries thatMontenegro’s independence referendum is scheduled
for May. A republic within former Yugoslavia, Montenegro were formerly part of the Soviet Union. The Balkans region

is not in the Near Abroad, but it, especially Serbia, is a tradi-still forms one state, together with Serbia. The vote is ex-
pected to be very close. If the separation were to happen, tional area of Russian interest—a factor that British and Vene-

tian geopoliticians played on to embroil Russia in BalkanSerbia would have no outlet to the Mediterranean Sea. If it
lost both Kosovo and Montenegro, Serbia would be reduced wars in the 19th Century and in 1912-14, on the eve of

World War I.to a landlocked rump of its former existence.
Reorganization of Bosnia-Hercegovina’s structure is Russian government officials, parliamentarians, and me-

dia are currently paying great attention to the situation in thealso to occur in 2006. Changes in this complicated construct
are desgined to dissolve the institutions of the Republika Near Abroad, where several of the region’s so-called frozen

conflicts have flared into hot spots. The Belarus PresidentialSrpska (Serb enclave) within Bosnia-Hercegovina, to create
a single integrated state, but with decentralization at the local election is on March 19, and Ukraine votes for Parliament

one week later, but those are not the only focal points. Herelevel. The Dayton Treaty of 1995 created three nominally
independent entities (Croatian, Bosnian, and Serbian), and are the current situations:

Belarus: Stepan Sukhorenko, head of the Belarusianthus a major impediment for economic reconstruction. The
Croatian and Bosnian units joined in a federation; finishing KGB, announced on March 16 that he had evidence of an

American-backed plot to overthrow President Alexander Lu-the reorganization of Bosnia-Hercegovina may be long over-
due, but, coming now, will add pressure to an already vola- kashenka’s regime during the Presidential election, through

“bombings and arson to sow chaos.” Sukhorenko showed atile situation.
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ulation of Transdniestria with a “humanitarian disaster.” As
of March 14, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said
that the measures remained in effect, as a result of which “the
social and economic situation in Transdniestria is deterio-
rating.”

Ukraine: Victor Yanukovych’s Regions of Ukraine party
is far ahead in all election polls, with President Victor Yush-
chenko’s Our Ukraine facing opposition also from several
former allies. But Regions of Ukraine will not win a clear
majority, and its vote will tend to be concentrated in eastern
Ukraine. As one Ukrainian analyst told EIR: “It’s set up for
ungovernability, with Ukraine’s fate then to be determined
by outside forces.”

Meanwhile Russian state TV on March 12 aired an edition
of its Special Correspondent program, which charged that the
Makarov-1 military garrison in the Kiev Region was being
used by U.S. special forces as a concentration camp for pris-
oners from various countries, and that this was arranged with
Yushchenko by U.S. Director of Central Intelligence Porter
Goss last Summer. On March 13, Ukrainian General Staff
Chief Sergei Kirichenko categorically denied the Russian
report.

EIRNS/Dan Sturman
Latvia: Police in Riga forcibly stopped a march to com-

Zbigniew Brzezinski, one of the principal architects of the memorate Latvian Waffen SS Legionaires’ Day, and also ar-geopolitical “arc of crisis” policy for surrounding Russia (or
rested anti-fascist counterdemonstrators, on March 16. Aformerly, the Soviet Union) with hostile powers, is shown here in
showdown over this commemoration takes place almost ev-Washington on March 16, 2006.
ery year on this date, but these police actions were played up
as a dramatic event, on Russian state TV. The Russian Foreign
Ministry denounced the march, saying that it ran counter tovideo of a man he said had been trained in the Republic of

Georgia, with American instructors present, to bomb schools. recent UN resolutions against inciting racism and xeno-
phobia.He also accused staff of the Georgian embassies in Lithuania

and Ukraine of being involved. This escalation came after Georgia: Organizations from the heavily Armenian eth-
nic Javakheti region in southern Georgia have petitioned Pres-ten days of arrests of opposition candidates and/or their staff

coordinators, for holding unauthorized demonstrations and ident Michael Saakashvili to be granted autonomy, according
to a March 10 Caucasus Press report monitored by RFE/RL.on other charges. The regime prepared the election in heavy-

handed fashion; equally heavy-handed are calls from Project Saakashvili is already battling to restore Tbilisi’s control over
South Ossetia and Abkhazia, which border the Russian Feder-Democracy circles for Lukashenka to be overthrown, as “Eu-

rope’s last dictator.” On March 16, a delegation of election ation.
Kosovo: The situation in this Balkans hot spot has impli-observers from the European Parliament was denied visas to

enter Belarus. cations for Russia’s Near Abroad. As talks continue on the
status of Kosovo within (or independent of) Serbia, RussianTransdniestria/Moldova: In a statement issued March 9,

the Russian Foreign Ministry charged Ukraine and Moldova officials, including President Vladimir Putin, have drawn a
parallel with potential developments in Near Abroad, likewith “blockading” the Transdniestria region of Moldova.

New customs regulations require all cargoes moving from Transdniestria in Moldova and the autonomous regions in
Georgia. Asked during his Jan. 31 press briefing, what wouldTransdniestria into Ukraine, mostly en route to Russia, to

have an official Moldovan customs stamp, for the stated pur- happen if Kosovo independence were recognized, Putin said,
“Principles have to be universal, otherwise they cannot in-pose of curbing smuggling. Transdniestria, a narrow strip of

territory along the left bank of the Dniestr River in Moldova, spire trust in the policy we are pursuing. . . . If someone be-
lieves that Kosovo can be granted full state independence,borders Ukraine. Its population is mostly Russian ethnic. Rus-

sian forces have patrolled the area since fighting there in the then why should we refuse the same to the Abkhazians or the
South Ossetians? . . . I don’t want to say that Russia willearly 1990s, and the local authorities do not answer to the

Moldovan government in Chisinau. The Foreign Ministry also immediately recognize Abkhazia or South Ossetia as
independent states, but such precedents exist in interna-statement, as well as a resolution passed the next day by the

Russian State Duma, accused Ukraine of threatening the pop- tional life.”
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